In th e present paper th e phenom enon of diffusion is exam ined in th e light of th e theory of th e Brow nian m otion. The coefficients of self-diffusion, ordinary diffusion and therm al diffusion are expressed in term s of th e first and second m om ents of certain tran sitio n p ro babilities fam iliar in the theory of th e Brow nian motion. I t is then found possible in gases of low or m oderate density where a fairly well-defined free p a th exists to follow th e fu tu re course of a given molecule statistically to as m any free flights as required provided the velocity distribution of th e molecules in th e m edium is known. This consideration on th e one han d leads to a rigorous expression for th e coefficient of self-diffusion directly calculated from a Maxwellian distribution, and on th e other serves to clarify th e relation betw een th e old free-path theory of gaseous diffusion and the rigorous theory of gaseous diffusion and betw een self-diffusion and m utual diffusion. F u rth er, an approxim ate theory of diffusion in liquids corresponding to th e old free-path theory in gases is suggested.
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I n t r o d u c t i o n
The kinetic theory of diffusion in gases has been approached in two different ways in the past. The first was by means of the free-path theory which, though unable to give exact quantitative results owing to the assumption th a t molecules after collision are distributed according to the Maxwellian velocity distribution in non-uniform gases, provides a simple, vivid picture of the complex molecular transport pheno mena in gases (Jeans 1925) . The second one due to Chapman and Enskog was to deter mine the deviation from the Maxwellian velocity distribution in a non-uniform gas by solving Maxwell and Boltzmann's collision equation (Chapman & Cowling 1939) . This has been successful in most respects for gases a t low density, bu t the generaliza tion for the condensed phase leads to almost insurmountable difficulties. In the present paper the phenomenon of diffusion is examined in the light of the theory of Brownian motion (Chandrasekhar 1943 ). I t is found th a t the coefficient of self diffusion in a simple gas or a gas mixture can be rigorously calculated by treating the gas molecules as Brownian particles. Consistent with the assumption of a con stan t coefficient of diffusion it is shown in the theory of the Brownian motion th a t the mean square displacement is proportional to the time interval provided th a t the time interval is small, so th a t the mean square displacement is macroscopically small b u t a t the same time large enough for the particle to suffer a large number of collisions with the surrounding molecules. The constant ratio is obviously a physical property of the medium in which the particle moves. The relation of this constant ratio to molecular data, which is left untouched in the theory of Brownian motion, can be obtained only if one can follow the motion of particle within the time interval described above. By taking advantage of the simplified features of a gas, it has been found possible to formulate rigorously the probability of a series of successive flights
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and to follow statistically the future course of a given molecule for as many successive flights as one requires. Thereby the above-mentioned ratio is explicitly expressed in terms of molecular data and is shown to approach a plateau value as the number of free flights occurring in the interval becomes large. The present method of cal culating the coefficient of self-diffusion has the advantage that it requires only the equilibrium velocity distribution and is easily extended to apply to mixtures of more than two components. The same method applied to a non-uniform gas brings out the essentially different nature of self-diffusion in uniform fluids and mutual diffusion in non-uniform fluids, reveals the nature of approximation inherent in the free-path theory, and enhances the necessity for obtaining exactly the local true velocity distribution, consistent with the existing non-uniform state of the fluid.
In spite of the different nature of self-diffusion and mutual diffusion mentioned above, the latter can always be expressed approximately in terms of the former; the old free-path theory is just a simple example here. A simple explanation of the phenomena of thermal diffusion is here obtained. It also suggests th at in the liquid region a corresponding approximate theory is possible, provided that the coefficient of self-diffusion in a uniform liquid mixture is known. The strict theory of diffusion in liquids, however, will require finding the true local velocity distribution. This will be undertaken in part II.
2. D i f f u s i o n a n d t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t y
The transport of molecular properties in a non-uniform fluid proceeds in two different ways: the first is by means of the migration of molecules from one plate to another carrying with them the local properties-the densities, the mass velocity and the temperature-this may be called the kinetic part of the transport process; the second way, called the potential part of the transport process, is due to the action of intermolecular forces. Diffusion is decidedly the simplest of all transport processes, as it involves only the transport of number densities. The process of diffusion in a mixture can be described in all cases by means of a transition probability i/r^x, A x,t, At) defined as the probability that a molecule of the ith kind in the mixture at x and at time t will suffer a displacement Ax in time At. i]ri depends in general on x and t through the local parameters Az (Az = n^xx, T, and their space gradients of all order where ni is the number density of the ith kind of molecules, T the temperature, u the mass motion velocity and E i the potential energy of the ith kind of molecule in the external force field. The time interval At is supposed to be small, so th at the mean square displacement is small by macroscopical standards but at the same time large compared to the interval between individual collisions in the case of gaseous diffusion, and for diffusion in liquids it may conveniently be identified with the mean life of a molecule in a given site. In both cases the velocity of the molecule at the end of the time interval is no longer correlated with that at the beginning of the interval, and the displacements in successive intervals are therefore independent of each other.
Concerning the local parameters it can be said that these are the least number of local macroscopic variables adequate for a complete specification of the macroscopic state of a liquid mixture in the vicinity of a given point inside the fluid. Seeing th a t a drop of liquid mixture is but an ensemble of several kinds of molecules, besides their intrinsic properties such as the molecular masses (m*), potential functions between pairs of molecules, one can further specify the average number of molecules per unit volume of each kind (%), their average momentum (u), average kinetic energy (T) and the potential energy of each kind of molecules in the external force field (Ei).
For the purpose of calculating the coefficient of diffusion it will be seen in the following th a t only the first and second moments ((Ax)*, (Ax)f) of the transition probability ijri are required. In the case of self-diffusion it is well known (Einstein I9°S) th a t the coefficient of self-diffusion Dis of the ith. kind of molecule in an equilibrium m ixture can be expressed as
where
the integration being extended over all values of (Ax). rjrx in the integrand depends only on Ax, A tand not on x and t, as the m utual diffusion in general one considers a 'norm al' non-uniform fluid in which the Aj's vary smoothly in space. (Hereafter we limit ourselves to a binary mixture.) Let ^( x , t) d x be the probability of finding the ith molecule of the first kind a t £ in x, dx. Then one can express the probability distribution of a given molecule in t-1-At in terms of th a t a t t and i/r(x, Ax, r $ \x , t + At) = the integration being extended over the whole volume occupied by the fluid. E q u a tion (3) can be expanded on both sides on account of our assumption made con cerning At,
Assuming th a t both (Ax)x and (AxAx)x are of the order of At and neglecting terms of higher order th an At, one obtains from equation (4) «f>
* The a in clarendon type represents a tensor quantity.
Since \jrx and hence ax depends on the space gradients of A, at x, t which are assumed to be small, we may expand oq.with respect to the gradients, i.e.
where 1 stands for the unit tensor. As terms of higher order than the second in the gradients on the right-hand side of (6) will be neglected, we require for terms involving a t most the first-order gradients and for ax only the first term in (8), viz.
. Equation (6) can then be written in the form
I t follows from the equation of continuity for th at the local flow n^(x,t) u^(x, t) of the probability density w^(x > t) is
Up to the present, only the probability of finding a particular molecule a t a given position and time is considered. To relate it with the local partial density w1(x, t) of molecules of the first kind, one can imagine that a t some given instant when the mixture is already in its normal state, the A/s are known throughout the fluid, and in particular th at the positions of all the molecules are exactly known; the transition probability of each molecule is found by treating the rest as a continuous medium, with the A/s known everywhere. At any later instant t, the probability of finding the volume element x, dx occupied by any molecule of the first kind must be equal to the sum of the probabilities that it is occupied by each of the Nx molecules of the first kind, i.e. N nx(x, t) = £ n f{x , t). 1
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Besides, ccx and (Jj depend only on x, t and are independent of which molecule of the first kind is chosen for consideration. The total local flow of molecules of the first kind is Nx ^ -
of which a part is due to the local mass velocity u and the rest is the interdiffusion velocity u^. Hence 1 dccx 3 dx
where = u. Proceeding in the same way, one obtains for molecules of the second kind 1 da2 a 2 dn2 " 2 3 dx 3 dx (14) (15) where (Sg, a 2 and n2 have analogous meanings.
The mutual diffusion velocity (li*-Ug) follows from (13) and (15):
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From the above equation one can regard the total m utual diffusion velocity (u i~ u 2) as consisting of three parts: the first, (Pi -£2), i® the difference of the rates 1 3 o f drift of the two kinds of molecules; the second, -(a i ~ a a)» i® the gradient of the difference of the rates of dispersion; and the third, Is the contribution from seff-diffusion jn the presence of density gradients. As the evaluation of the /T s requires the real velocity distribution in a non-uniform fluid, the most th a t one can expect, without knowing the deviation from the Maxwellian distribu tion, is to determine the second and third parts in (16), and this is just w hat the old free-path theory was intended to do, though the persistence of motion has never been properly taken care of. This will be discussed in more detail in § 3.
In the following we shall give the formal expressions of the coefficients of ordinary diffusion D 0 and thermal diffusion D T in terms of Pi, Pi, ax and a 2. As Pi and p 2 are linear in the gradients, so are daxjdx and d a2 /3x,a of interest in the present calculation are in the directions of dnxjdx, dn2/dx and ; one can write
with similar expressions for Pi and dajdx. That the /?(i)'s (i -1,2,3) are simply scalars is required by the fact th a t they can only be functions of nx, n2 and T.
In order to select the p art of the diffusion velocity due to the presence of a pressure gradient, one transforms the gradients dnjdx, d n jd x and dT/dx to dcx/dx, and dTjdx, where cx = n x\n and n = dcx dx n2
/ 1 dnx 1 dn2\ yw-! dx * dp _ dnx dp dn2 dp dT dp dx dx dnx dx dn2
Hence one can express dnxjdx and d n jd x in terms of dcjdx, dp dnx dx dn2 dx n dp dcx S -h + n ( a x + B lv St^d x + al dp dx dp dT d T d x (dp 1dx
In the experimental observation of diffusion in liquids or gases the pressure is usually kept constant, thus one can take dp/dx = 0 in (19). Substituting (19) in (17), one has Pi dax dx dcx Sip
with similar expressions for p2 and da2jdx.
(21)
Equation (16), after inserting the formal expressions of (3o, 3a1/0x and Sa2/0x, becomes
Comparing with the usual definition of the coefficients of ordinary diffusion D0 and thermal diffusion D,
( 24) tli Tig "
In a dilute gas p = nkT , one has
S t a t i s t i c s o f t h e m o t i o n o f g a s m o l e c u l e s
In the present section it will be shown that one can actually follow the path of a single molecule statistically, assuming the real velocity distribution of the medium, as a function of x and t, to be known. Advantage will be taken of the particularly simple feature in gases of low or moderate density, where the assumptions of mole cular chaos and binary encounters are justified.
Strictly speaking one can define rigorously the free path only for rigid spheres. For any general force law the total cross-section calculated classically is always infinite owing to the weak interaction of the distant molecules, while in the quantum theory it is finite. For the present purpose we may cut off the interaction beyond a reasonable distance with negligible error, and it can then be shown that the final results a x, a 2, etc., are practically independent of the range of interaction which we have chosen at the beginning, so long as it is not too short (see § 4).
Complicated as the motion of a gas molecule is, it consists of only two kinds o f events: it either travels freely or suffers a collision, with a certain probability of being deflected into a particular range of velocity after collision. Two probability functions which govern the$e two kinds of event will be defined first (in fact, it is necessary to determine only one probability, because one of them can be obtained from the other):
(1) ji(x, t) dt = probability th a t a molecule a t x of velocity lj(1) a t have suffered a collision in t, dt. (2) 5(2)> x > t) dZ^dt -probability th a t a molecule a t x of velocity £(1) a t time t will have been deflected into £(2), in t, dt. I t wifi be shown in appendix A th a t both /i and x can be calculated for any force law with finite range.
I t is obvious from the definitions of /i and x th a t fi is obtainable from x> thus
A(?™,x,«)= (28)
Both /i and x depend only on the instantaneous velocity J£(1) of the selected molecule a t time t and not on its history; it does not m atter how long the molecule has travelled with th a t velocity £(1) before reaching x a t t. In a gas in equilibrium fi and x are independent of x and t; ju,is a function of | J*(1) | only and x of | ?(1) |> 0 being the angle between ^(1) and 1*(2).
In dealing with a series of successive flights, i.e. motions between encounters, we shall denote by ti } x (i) and the time, position and velocity vectors a t th of the ith flight and by Ttj = j -UJ the time interval encounters, where the ith encounter occurs a t the beginning of the ith flight.
Consider first the probability th a t a molecule a t x (1> with velocity £(1) at time tx will travel freely for r 12 and suffer a collision in r 12, d r12. Denoting this probability by
where the first factor on the right-hand side gives the probability th a t it will not collide before t2 = tx+ r 12 and the second factor the probability th a t it will collide in. T'jjj, dTj2. Dividing both sides of the above equation by /*(^(1), x (2), t2) and differentiating with respect to r 12, one obtains
Hence after integration one has
using th© initial condition
One notices here th a t the probability th at a molecule of velocity l*(1) at x(1), will travel freely for an interval not less than r 12 without collision is according to (29) 1 -J*o W (5(1), xW, tx, t) dr j = exp £ /t(|d>, x<« + £<%, tx+ t) d r l .
Next the statistics of a complete flight is considered. (By a complete flight is meant the flight of a molecule between two successive collisions. The correct definition of the mean free path should be based on this concept. One sees clearly at this point the difference between Maxwell's free path which is in accord with the present definition and Tait's free path which is not.) Letting x(1), r 12) eft*(1)i x (1)dT12 be the probability of finding a molecule at x(1), dx(1) a t time tx with its velocity in 5(1\ dQ®which travels freely for r 12 and suffers a collision in r 12, dr12, one has simply w here/1(x(1>, £(1), tx) is the density in phase space of a single molecule a t x, t. I t should be noticed that among the molecules to be found in x(1), dx(1) at tx with velocity in ^(1), d£(1) some are just being deflected into £(1), but by far the large majority of them have already acquired a velocity in £(1), before tx, passing merely through x(1), d x Pa t tx. I t would be incorrect to identify the average flight of the above set of molecules after tx with the free path of a single molecule, and this is just Tait's free path \T in the direction of £ (1) where the bar denotes the average with respect to the Maxwellian velocity dis tribution.
In order to determine the real free path one has to select from the above set of molecules those which are just starting their new free paths in tx, dtx. This can be done by making use of the function The probability of finding a molecule in x(1), dx(1) at time tx with velocity in d%(1) which is deflected into % {2\ dQ2) in tx, dtx is dx(1)d^(1)/ 1(^(1), x(1), x(5(1)> ?(2)» x<1)> ^i) dQ2)dtx. Hence the probabihty that a mole cule with any velocity in x(1). dx(1) at time tx is deflected into £(2), dQ2) in tx, dtx is dx(1)d^(2)^J /!(x(1), l*(1)> tx) ;\;(£(1), 5<2)5 xa), tx) dQ1*. I t can be shown that in gases in T hat this is correct in the equilibrium state can be inferred from the principle of detailed balancing. For, according to this principle, to every type of collision there exists the inverse kind occurring with equal frequency, exactly undoing the effect of the first. We therefore conclude th a t the probability of finding a molecule with any velocity a t time tx in x (1), dx(1) which is deflected into £(2), dQ® in dtx is equal to the probability of finding a molecule in x (1), dx(1) a t time tx with velocity in l*(2), dl*(2) which is deflected into a motion with any velocity in tx, dtx, i.e.
For the non-equilibrium state the distribution function tx) changes with time so th a t the set of molecules in x (1), dx(1) with velocity in £(2), d£(2) increases in time dtx by the amount +^2K^^^f 1(^2\x^1\ t x)d%^dx(l)dtx, which is just the extra term given above. An altenative proof which may clarify the situation still further is as follows: Let P1(^(1),x (1),^1,T12)d<1^(1)dx(1)dr12 be the probability of finding a molecule with any velocity in x(1), dx(1) a t time tx which is deflecte freely for r 12, and collides in r 12, dr12. Then it is seen th a t the number of the set of molecules x(1), <1, r 12)dx(1)d^(1)dr12 must be equal to the integrated sum for all values of t0 < tx of the number of molecules starting in x(0), dx(0) (x(0) = x (1) -£<%) with velocity in £(1), d£(1>, passing through x(1),.dx(1) in tx, dtx, and arriving a t x (2). in <2, dt2. (The subscript 0 is used to indicate events prior to the instant tx.) Therefore
where the integration is to be carried out over all t0 < tx. I f the time intervals are counted from t2, one can replace dt0, drQ 2 and drX2 b Thus
dX^dtA'
?® rM, -r 02, T") drm
The volume elements dx(0), dxa) can be chosen equal. After differentiating both sides with respect to r 12, one obtains 
which is the relation to .be proved. I t should be added th at equation (35) The extension from a single flight to a series of successive flights is immediate. For two steps one defines P2(5(1),X^, tx, r 12; as the probability of finding at tx in x(1), dxw with any velocity whic 5a), d%a) in tx> dtx travels freely for an interval r 12, is deflected again into d%(2 in t2, dt2, travels freely for another interval t23 and finally collides in r 23, dr23. Then one can write x { e x p j" -f /tflS®,x®+ J®t, «,+ r ) x ® ,y *■"!,
where the first factor gives the probability of finding a molecule inx(1), dx(1) with velocity in £(1\ starting its free path in tx, dtx, the second factor gives the probability that it will travel freely for r 12, be deflected into % (2), dQ2) in t2, dt2, and the last factor gives the probability th a t it will travel again for r 23 and suffer a collision in r 23, dr23.
By making use of the properties of x (28), (35) it can be shown th a t
where Px(2) and P2(12) are used to denote and respectively.
Similarly, the probability function of AT successive flights can be w ritten down as P*($<« x » U , r 12, ...,$<">,x<">,tN,r = w s a))/(s a))<ix<«d|<«(ftjJn l{ ex p [-p (S (<))T<.,+jx ( S <0.s <<+1>)<*s<<+i>A +i}
aTN,N+1
S e l f -d i f f u s i o n i n g a s e s
Having found PN( 1,2, ...,N ) in (39) for a gas in equilibrium, one c the mean time of flight A tand mean square displacement (Ax)2 f of successive flights. To conform with the condition imposed on A in the last section, we choose a large number of flights so th a t (Ax)2/A£ approaches a plateau value. I t can be shown th a t / N . " \ H T.«,<+1) = N <r12> = =====,
where t f ! ) =
a (1 )-M S '3). /(I) =/(?'>).
and n is the number density; the angular bracket < ) is used to denote the average with respect to PN. To prove (40), one has to calculate (r< i+1), using (39) and (33),
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where *(12) = ^a),? (2)).
Let l(i) = %i)Ti,i+i> then the mean displacement (Ax) = vanishes by symmetry. The mean-square displacement (Ax)2 = be shown to be
We have identified / 2 and ^2 * / / 0^^a^ne(^ ^rom -fjv with (Ax) and (Ax)2 from rjr without comment. In fact they are really slightly different; while in the definition of PN the first flight definitely starts just after the last collision, the function \Jr only specifies the probability of a displacement from a given initial position which may be any intermediate stage in a free flight. However, such differ ence becomes negligible when one considers what happens in a large number of free flights. The meaning of the successive terms, apart from the constant coefficients l N -i\ 1 ^ J (i = 1,2,...), inside the bracket, in (41) is this: the first term inside the bracket is the main contribution from each individual step, the second term results from the correlation between two successive steps, the third term from the correlation between two steps separated by one flight, etc. Physically it is clear that such corre lation decreases rapidly for each step, and the above series is therefore a rapidly convergent one.
To prove (41) (42) and (43). From (40) and (41), it is seen th a t for large N the above ratio of the mean square displacement to the time of travel approaches a plateau value, and the coefficient of self-diffusion is therefore r/(i) *(i2) 1 (Ax)2 lff /tl)? * 6> At
The above calculation refers to pure self-diffusion in an equilibrium gas consisting of only one kind of molecules. The extension to an equilibrium gas m ixture is im mediate. Consider a binary gas mixture in equilibrium. Let fa and nz be the number densities of the two kinds of molecules, (= and / 2(i) (= /*(!$)) the densities in their molecular phase spaces, and (= )) and (= fad?®)) the total collision frequencies of a molecule of the first kind w ith velocity lj (1) U fa iix fad) d^+ JJ fa fad + I t is interesting to note th at while in the usual gas theory the coefficient of self diffusion is obtained from the coefficient of ordinary diffusion in a gas mixture by making the two different types of molecules identical, a rather indirect way to achieve the purpose, the present theory enables it to be calculated directly from a Maxwellian distribution. In particular,' while in the usual gas theory to calculate the coefficient of self-diffusion in a binary mixture one has to consider a ternary mixture which is much more complicated, the present theory is able to deal with a gas mixture in quite a similar way, as for a simple gas.
In order to see the meaning of the various terms in (44) more clearly we shall rewrite it as follows:
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Equation (48) shows clearly that the various terms of the series merely take into account the effect of the presistence of motion on the rate of diffusion in a rigorous way. To see that the value of D8 is not appreciably changed by choosing different ranges of interaction for any general force law between molecules when the chosen range is not too small, we rewrite (48) 
Increasing the range of interaction will tend to reduce the length of free path and mean life of free flight but leave their ratio, the average speed, almost unchanged. This is approximately the factor < t 12> in (49). As to the series inside the bracket in (49), its sum is almost constant for a sufficiently long range of interaction, though the rate of convergence does depend on this choice of range of interaction. The exact nature of the convergence cannot be discussed until /i and ^ have been calculated for some particular force law, but qualitatively one can see that as the range of interaction is increased, the first term tends to decrease, but then a small angular deflexion between successive flights becomes more probable, hence the second term increases, etc. A convenient limit for the range of interaction can be set up as follows: it must be larger than two to three times the molecular diameter found, for example, from measurements of the second virial coefficient in gases, but it must not extend up to a distance comparable with the average distance between the molecules corre sponding to the density of the gas considered. Formula (44) is valid so long as these two limits do not come close to each other, which is always so in gases. Choosing a high limit to the range of interaction will give very slightly more accurate results, but this is entirely offset by the slowness of the convergence of the series. Numerical calculations of the coefficient of self-diffusion for rigid sphere gas molecules are shown in appendix C. I t has been found possible in § 2 to express the m utual diffusion velocity in nonuniform fluids in terms of the first and second moments of certain transition pro babilities. I t has also been shown in § 3 th a t in non-equilibrium gases one can follow the future course of a chosen molecule provided the velocity distribution of the medium is known. The essential point is th a t the statistics of the motion of gas molecules is based on the knowledge of the velocity distribution throughout the medium. The m utual diffusion velocity according to (22) with (J''s and a 's calculated from PN (3.8) should be, and as shown in appendix B, is indeed equal to th a t calculated directly from the local velocity distribution, i.e.
w h e re /id i) a,ndf2(%2) are the deviations from the Maxwellian velocity distribution due to the presence of the first-order gradients of densities, tem perature, etc., of molecules of the first and second kind respectively.
Nevertheless, the present calculation shows the intrinsically different natures of self-diffusion on the one hand and m utual diffusion on the other; the former is simply a kind of Brownian motion, while the latter is entirely caused by the non-uniformity of the physical parameters. Though in non-uniform gas mixtures self-diffusion still goes on, it has no effect on the diffusion velocity which can be pictured as set up by forces arising from the local gradients of densities, tem perature, etc. In order to obtain an exact value of the m utual diffusion velocity it is indispensable to consider the local deviation from Maxwellian velocity distribution consistent w ith the local gradients of the physical parameters.
When the (S''s are neglected in (22), the remaining p art is seen to correspond to the free-path theory. Though the present theory which takes account of the per sistence of successive flights rigorously is much more refined th an 'th e old free-path theory, they are both based on the same assumption th a t molecules which collide during each element of tim e have a distribution after collision of the Maxwellian type. Mutual diffusion, though entirely different from self-diffusion in nature, can thus be approximately expressed in terms of self-diffusion. Equation (22) becomes when the (3r,s are neglected
W ith the aid of this equation both ordinary and therm al diffusion receive simple explanations. The < xx and a2 appearing in (51) measure the t the two kinds of molecules. Mutual diffusion can be seen from (51) to arise in two ways. First, the number of molecules diffusing in one direction is not equal to th a t in the opposite direction, and secondly, the tendency for diffusion varies in different ways with nl5 n% and T for the two,kinds of molecules. Equations (26) and (27) become, when the (S"s are neglected, Thus D0 consists of contributions from both of the two processes described above under constant temperature and pressure, while D T arises only from the second process under constant pressure. I t may be mentioned here th a t the old free-path theory does not explain thermal diffusion because there only the first effect is taken into account. Meyer's diffusion coefficient (cf. Jeans 1925) corresponds to n _%TOa /q 1 , 0 3 n n j
Fiirth's explanation of thermal diffusion (Fiirth 1942) corresponds to the second equation in (52).
I t should be mentioned th at the neglect of the (3'5s is no more justified than the whole procedure of the old free-path theory. For gas mixtures in which one component is comparatively rare, equation (52) would give good results. This suggests, th at a corresponding approximate theory exists in the liquid region which can be obtained without any knowledge of the deviation from Maxwellian velocity distribution, provided the coefficient of self-diffusion in an equilibrium liquid mixture is known. This is now under investigation.
The author wishes to express his thanks to Professor M. Bom for his constant interest and encouragement, and to Dr H. S. Green for many helpful suggestions and discussions and for reading the manuscript. As the collision frequency y and the deflexion probability x are independent of the frame of reference chosen, we shall assume a frame of reference moving with the local mass motion velocity u. From (45) and (46), it is seen th at each of /qfl) and ^(12) consists of two parts. I t is obviously sufficient to calculate /q 2(l) and ^12(12). We shall denote by v^ and v^2) the velocities of a molecule of the first kind before and after a collision respectively and v^ and v^2) those of a molecule of the second kind. Further, each of /q2(l) and ^12(12) can be expanded A ( l) +^( l) + -. Xu(12> = A (1 2 ) +^( 12) + -.
where the first term arises from collisions with those of the second kind of molecules in the medium with the Maxwellian distribution, and the second term from those deviating from the Maxwellian distribution due to the presence of the gradients 3Az/3x. As /*12(1) and %i2 (12) are not required in the present paper, only /*i2(l) and ^i2(12) will now be calculated.-
Rigid sphere model
The collision frequency of rigid spherical molecules calculated on the assumption of bindary encounter and molecular chaos is given in most text-books on the kinetic theory of gases (cf. Chapman & Cowling 1939) To calculate ^2(12), we proceed a t first in a similar manner as in the calculation of /*i2(l), th a t is, by counting the probability of the occurrence of a specific type of collision but then integrating over all possible types of collision for which the chosen molecule is deflected into a specific velocity range v^2), dxf* after collision. Thus one obtains -- from which R as a function of 6 and g can in principle be found. A t the moment when the incoming molecule first enters the sphere of the influence, its polar co-ordinates are r0 and 0O w ith 60 = sin-1 (6/r0). From (A 6), regarding as a function of r and integrating between R and r0, one has Tjr = 00 r *F|
from which 6 as a function of g and \jr can in principle be found. Equation (A 6) becomes then
A5a ( The assumption th a t the physical parameters Aj vary only smoothly will be made in the calculation. One can always express Az in the vicinity of a given point x by means of Taylor's expansion. For the present purpose we shall neglect the presence of a velocity gradient and assume a constant mass-motion velocity in the region in which i / r (A x, At) is appreciable. The velocity distribution functions of the two kin of molecules a t x, t normalized to their respective local number densities ^( x , t) and n2(x,t) are denoted by /^. x , t) and / 2(£2>x, t). The following abbreviations will be used hereafter: where (= ^<)-u) is the pecuhar velocity of a molecule of the second kind on its ith flight relative to the local mass motion velocity u.
Both {i and x a t any later stage of the motion of the molecule can be expressed in terms of their values a t the starting-point :
By means of (B 3), 7^(1,2, ...,N ) in (39) can be expressed in terms of the values of quantities a t the starting-point x(1), t1} neglecting gradients of the second and higher order. The mean time of flight, mean displacement and mean square dis placement relative to a frame moving with u can be found by simple calculations. The mean time of flight is found to depend on the direction of the velocity in this flight, but as the difference can a t most be linear in the gradients, it will not affect our final result for a l5 which is obtained by using the average time of flight for all directions in each flight. Further, though such times averaged over all directions are different for individual flights, the difference can again be ignored for the same reason.
As it is understood in the following th at the chosen molecule is of the first kind and quantities pertaining to any later stage of its journey are always expressed in terms of those a t the starting-point x(1), tv we shall drop subscripts attached to /, fi and x and write /(1) for /i( l) 1} fi{i) for 612 is the angle between y x and y2, n, m and <r are the number density, the molecular mass and diameter respectively.
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Substituting (C 1) in (44) 
